The __ Show used this instrument to stop contestants from performing
A concert __ may have 46 strings and leans against the shoulder
Some classical artwork shows people playing this stringed instrument
Stringed instrument associated with bluegrass and country music
The trombone, tuba, French horn and trumpet are all __ instruments
Snare, kettle, bongos and tom-toms are all types of __
Billy Joel and Elton John are known for playing this instrument
Bass, electric, acoustic, lead and rhythm __
The ukulele is associated with __
The __, viola and cello are members of the same stringed family
Yo Yo Ma is a world-renowned __ and composer
__ can be crashed together or tapped with a drum stick
Dizzy Gillespie played this instrument
A well-known Scottish instrument
Someone who plays the flute is called a __
Ringing in a __ choir is popular in churches and schools
Bruce Hornsby and the Range sang about the "__ Rain"
Many elementary children learn to play this basic woodwind instrument
This instrument is a shaped steel tube and struck by a steel rod
There were 76 of these in the big parade
The oboe, bassoon and clarinet are __ instruments
Polka music often uses this bellows-driven hand-held instrument
Small percussion instruments worn on the fingers of dancers
A __ is also called a mouth organ or blues harp
Kenny G plays this instrument
Instrument with wooden bars of different lengths struck by a mallet
Bob Dylan sang "Hey Mr. __ man play a song for me..." in 1965
The cittern was a popular instrument during the __ period
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